**2021**

**IOE | IFAD**

Investing in rural people

**Independent Office of Evaluation**

---

**Engage strategically with IFAD governance & management**

**Expand IOE learnership in building global evaluations**

**Improve evaluation coverage**

---

18 Briefing packages to members of the Evaluation Committee and non-borrowing members of the Executive Board.

High-level IFAD delegation mission to Egypt

Briefing document to Chair of EC

7 Country learning workshops

2 Corporate learning events

---

**IMPROVE IOE EVALUATION QUALITY**

- Multi-year Evaluation Strategy
- Revised IFAD evaluation policy
- Evaluation manual 3rd edition
- Evaluation Advisory Panel

**PROFESSIONALIZATION**

- Membership of global networks
- 4 International seminars hosted by IOE
- IOE staff invited to deliver presentations in 14 international events

**STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION**

- Independent Magazine
  - n. countries > 80
  - n. readers > 8,500
- Website
- Logo
- Video series

---

**EVALUATION REPORTS APPROVED**

- Country Strategy & Programme
- Project Performance
- Project Completion Report Validation

**NEW PRODUCTS DESIGNED**

- Thematic evaluation
  - Effectiveness, performance & results in a thematic topic.
- Sub-regional evaluation
  - Strategy, interventions & set-up in set of countries.
- Project cluster evaluation
  - Assess projects that have common theme or major component.